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ABSTRACT 

An exact numerical coupled-channel integration treatment 

has been applied to the alpha decay· of odd-mass spheroidal 

nuclei. The only non-central coupling of importance between 

an emitted alpha particle and rotational final states in the 

daughter nucleus involves the intrinsic quadrupole moment 

f d h h 1 . 253 d 255 . d 1 o the aug ter. T e nuc e1 Es an Fm are 1 ea cases 

to examine since alpha transitions to the favored bands are 

well known and angular distribution data from low temperature 

nuclear alignment is available. 

We examined in detail two commonly used approximations; 

first, that near the nuclear surface there is zero projection 

of orbital angular momentum of favored alpha waves along the 

cylindrical symmetry axis of the daughter nucleus and second, 

that the intensity of each alpha-particle i-wave is proportional 

to the product of a squared Clebsch-Gordan coefficient {times) 

the {calculated) spherical barrier penetrability factor. It 

is found that neither approximation holds within experimental 

error, and Mi ~ 0 alpha wave components must be introduced at 

the nuclear surface to give agreement with experimental intensities 

for both i = 2 and i = 4 waves. 
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Coupled Channe·l Alpha Decay 

'' Theory for Odd-mass Nucie.i, 253Es and 255Fm*· 

A. J. Soinski**, J. 0. Rasmussen, 

.E. A. Rauscher and D. G. Raich*** 

I. Introduction 

When, ·fl., sp,heroidal nucleus undergoes decay, the noncentral 

electromagnetic field permits exchange of energy between internal 

nuclear excitation and the external alpha particle. The 
: ¥ • ...... 

noncentral couplings of greatest importance involve collectively 
~ . , ; .... ;. . ;. - .· ~·r; : , . . . ~ . . .. 

enhanced rotational E2 transitions in deformed nuclei. Starting 

with boundary conditions set at the spheroidal nuclear surface, 

the formal problem involves propagation of the alpha particle 

wave function outward through the anisotropic barrier to some 

distance .where coupling effects are negligible. 

Although other researchers have performed the numerical 

integration of coupled channel equations for the alpha decay 

of even~even sphereidal nuclei, there has been little analogous 

work on the alpha decay of odd-mass nuclei. In the latter case, an ,··. . . 

alpha particle wave of.a given orbital.angular momentum 5I, may 
., ..... 

branch to more than one energx. level of the daughter nucleus. Thus, 

for the favored alpha decay of 233u Chasman and RasmU:sseni 

considered the decay of the s wave to the 5/2 level and the branching 
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of the d wave to the 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2 levels of 
229

Th. Channel 

coupling effects are most significant for the case of a relatively· 

weak wave, such as the highly hindered g wave, coupled to a strong 

wave such as the s wave. Therefore we have extended the work 

. of Chasman and Rasmussen by considering the branching of the 

f 
. . 253 

s, d and g waves in the avored alpha decays of both Es and 

255Fm. Favored alpha decays are those decays in which the quantum 

numbers of the odd nucleon are the same for both the parent and 

daughter. 

h 1 . 253 d 255 b h . 7/2 1 . 'd. 1. T e nuc e1 Es an Fm, ot sp1n nuc e1, are 1 ea 

cases for applying an exact numerical treatment because alpha 

transitions to the favored bands of the daughters have been 

well studied, 2 and angular distribution data from low temperature 

nucl~ar ali'gnment experiments are available. 3 If we include 

the branching of the 9- = 0, 2, and 4 partial waves, then nine 

coupled second-order differential equations must be solved for 

favored decays to 'the five lowest levels (7/2, 9/2, 11/2, 13/2, 

19/2} of the daughter rotational band. The 9- = 6 contributions 

have been taken into account in an approximate way (appendix I}. 

The results of the numerical integration test two commonly 

used assumptions. The first is that near the nuclear surface 

the favored alpha waves have zero projection of orbital angular 

momentum along the cylindrical symmetry 3'-axis of the daughter 

nucleus. Subject to this M£ = 0 constraint, we wish to determine 

if the coupled channel treatment can reproduce both the angular 

" 
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distribution data and the experimental relative. ·intensi~ties .. to .. ; . 

the spin 7/2, 9/2, 11/2, 13/2, and l5/2 states of the daughter. 

The second assumption to be tested is. that the relative. intensities 

~- _ of a given £-wave are given by the square of a Clebsch-Gordan 

• 

.... 

coefficient ti~es the calculated spherical barrier penetrability 

for the alph~ ·group (formula of _Bohr, Froman and Motte+ son- ;(BFM)) . 4 

Experimental data show deviations from the BFM expression for 

favored ~ecay •. It is of great interest to determine whether_a 

careful- coupled channel treatment of the barrier penetration 

explains t~e deviations while retaining the. first assumption 

above. 

II. Mathematical Formalism and Numerical Results 

The for.;malism for alpha decay in the presence of a, non-::-central 

5 field is_given by Perlman and Rasmussen. A multipole expansion 

is made for the Coulombic potential energy outside the nuclear 

surface. The zero-order term is the central Coulombic term. 

The E2 interaction contributes the first important coupling 

term. For nuclei with large hexadecapole deformations, E4 coupling 

. 6 7 249 251 may also be 1mportant; ' however, both Bk and Cf have 

small hexadecapole deformation. Therefore the coupled differential 

equations in the radial separation_~ariable can be written as
8 

(1) 

= 
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where Id' ~ are the total angular momentum of the daughter and 

of the alpha particle in a give decay channel, M is the reduced 

mass, z is the charge of the daughter nucleus, QI is the effective 
d 

Q value for the alpha particle with electron screening and daughter 
. 2 

recoil energy corrections, and the KI ~r' ~· are matrix elements 
d d 

of the quadrupole coupling operator which is proportional to 

the product of the intrinsic nuclear quadrupole moment Q0 of 
. 3 . 

the daughter times P2 (cos 8) divided by r , where r is the radial 

separation variable. For 249Bk the value for Q
0 

was taken 

b h th t f th t 253 . 1 13 lb9 to e t e.same ·as· a or e paren , Es; name y, • . 

For 251cf and 255Fm we used approximately the same value; 

namely, 13.0b. 

Explicit expre$sions for the quadrupole coupling matrix 

element were given for alpha decay in ref. 5 and ref. 8 and for 

optical model scattering applications and·decay, see refs. (10, 11). 

The general solutions of the uncoupled differential equations 

can be writt~n as UL(n,p) = GL(n,p) + iFL(n,p) where GL and FL 

are the irregular and regular Coulomb functions 9 respectively. 

Solutions of the coupled differential equations approach the 

Coulomb functions asymptotically at large radius. 

In general the phase of an oscillating coupled-channel 

solution in the far region will differ from the phase of the 

corresponding Coulomb function. This phase difference i,s 

referred to as the quadrupole phase shift, ~I ~· Although phase 
d 

- ,; 

'·.) 
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shifts do. no.t. affect intensity calculations,, they do affect angular 

distril:)utions through the interference terms .. between alpha wave 

components of differing .R. going to the same final state Id •. 

~ - For notational convenience we sometimes use the single index j 

or k in place of the pair (Id,.R.), where j = 1 through 9 denote 

respectively, (Id' .R.) = (7/2, 0), (7/2, 2), (7/2, 4), (9/2, 2), (9/2, 4) 

(11/2, 2), (11/2, 4), (13/2, 4) and (15/2, 4). 

The set of nine second-order coupled differential equations 

can be transformed into a set of eighteen first-order coupled 

differentiakequations having eighteen linearly indepehdent 

solutions or, equivalently, nine complex solutions. Because 

the physically meaningful solutions·decrease exponentially going 

outward ·through the barrier, it ·is not possible to obtain stable 

solutions by outward numerical integration •. Instead we use· 

Coulomb.f'uncttons as starting conditions at 150 fm; a radius· 

sufficiently large that the coupling forces are small, and 

integrate inward. The solutions of interest then increase in 

the direction of integration and remain stable. th For the k 

linearly independent set of solutions, we initialized the kth 

function and its derivative with the value of the complex 

Coulomb function corresponding to that channel and the remaining 

channels ·are initialized to zero. We label the resu'lti·ng linearly 

independent set of complex solutions as ujk (r) = g)k (r) + ·if•jk (r), 

representing the jth channel o£ the kth linearly independent 

solution. 
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Any general solution of the coupled differential equations 

may be expressed as a linear combination of the solutions just 

th described; that is, the general solution for the j channel 

may be written as 

9 

'¥j(r) = L ckujk(r) 

k=l 

(2) 

where the coefficients ck = ak + ibk are complex numbers. Because 

an alpha particle is assumed to exist in a quasi-stationary state 

prior to emission, the imaginary part of each wave function'¥. 
J 

must essentially vanish near the nuclear surface. Using nuclear 

model constraints, which will be discussed in the next section, 

values for the real parts of the wave functions at the nuclear 

surface can be obtained. Then the set of nine complex simultaneous 

equations, '¥. (r), can be solved for the cdefficients ck. 
J . 

The system of simultaneous equations is conveniently represented 

in the matrix equation 

u c = '¥ (3) 

where the matrix elements ujk of the 9x9 complex matrix .U are 

the amplitudes of the linearly independent solutions on or near 

the nuclear surface. The elements of the·column vector Care 

the unknown complex coefficients ck, and the elements of the 
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column vector· ':!' are the purely real nuclear model surface amp,t'i tudes. 

The problem is solved by inverting the u matrix 

(4) 

The intensity of a given partial wave is the product of the 

square of the wave function amplitude and the velocity which 

goes as o!/2 • From the ck values thereby obtained, and in view 

of the starting conditions of the pure Coulomb functions, the 

relativ~ alpha partial wave intensities ~k are 
.. . .. . . ~-

(5) 

where Q is the alpha decay energy in tpat channel. The quadrupole a 

phase shifts $~ are 

" ( 6) 

The most general way to present the results of the numerical 

-1 
integration is as the complex matrix U (the inverse of the 

complex 9x9 matrix U). The matrix elements of U are the amplitudes 

of the linearly independent solutions on a spherical surface 

near the riucl~us. These matrices reduce to unit matrices for 

vanishing nuclear quadrupole moment. Operation with either 

matrix on a "vector representing boundary conditions on a sphere 

near th~ nuclear surface wili0~ieid partial wave a~plitudes and 

quadrupole phase shifts at large distances. If boundary conditions 
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are fLxed on the spheroidal nuclear surface, then a Fr6man matrix 

can be used to transform them to boundary conditions on a sphere 

at 10 fm. The real and imaginary components of the 9x9 matrix U 

have been given in refs. 12 and 13. 

III. Numerical Results 

In the similar work of Rasmussen and Hansen14 on even-even 

242 em favored alpha decay, the boundary conditions for the real 

part of the. solutions could be imposed by demanding agreement 

with experimental relative transition intensities to the rotational 

1 1 
. 238 eve s 1n Pu. Because of partial-wave branching in odd-mass 

nuclei, however, the re~tive intensity data.are inadequate. In our 

present formulation, there are nine real solutions, so after 
'' 

normalization eight boundary conditions must be specified. The 

experimental data provide only four relative alpha intensities 

going to the five daughter levels, and there are no direct 

experimental measurements of the partial wave amplitudes or 

relative phases contributing to each_alpha transitions. The 

low-temperature angular-distribution data provide two experimental 

numbers, the coefficients of the P2 {cos 8) and P4 {cos 8) terms 

in the angular distribution function, but they do not uniquely 

12 determine relative partial wave amplitudes and phases. 

Because there are insufficient experimental data to completely 

fix the boundary conditions, nuclear model constraints are used 

as well. We use the fundamental assumption underlying the "leading 

- . 
- ... 
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order intensity relationships" of the strong coupling model
9

'
15 

that near the nuclear surface the projection .of any partial wJ've·., s 

angular momentum along the cylindrically;..symmetric 3-ci'xis of · · 

the· daughter nucle~s, m.R.' has a value of Kd ± Kp where ·Kd and KP 

are th~ prdjections of the daughter and parent total nuclear 

angular momentum on the 3-axis. For · (Kd + KP) > .R. only ohe value 

of m.R. is allowed~ foi favored alpha decay fu.R. = 0 and K~ = KP = K. 

The condi'tion of only m.R. = 0 components on a sphere of radius. 

R
0 

near the rlucleus provides six boundary conditions, tying together 

the components, of a given .R.-wave in proportion to Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients. Bohr, Froman, and Mottelson4 and Asaro et al~ 16 have, 

in 'some applications, constrained the relative s, d and g -?/ave 

intensities to the average of nearest neighbor even-even n~clei, 

but such a constr'aint is not as fundamental as the m.R.-~ 0 )constraint. 

The remaining· 'two boundary conditions are left as free parameters 

and are de~oted by a 2 , the ratio of total d to s wave amplitude 

at R
0

, and a 4 ~ the-ratio of total g to s wave amplitude at R
0

• 

Therefore the nine elements of th~ column vector wave function 

of eq. 4 at R0 are given as follows: 

with the trivial normalization condition a
0 

= 1. The real part 

' of the wave function decreases exponentially going outward through 

the barrier region and oscillates in the far region. 

Having chosen these boundary conditions, the numerical 

integration of the coupled differential equations permits us 

to test two assumptions of the strong coupling model as usually 
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applied. The first is that near the nuclear surface only m~ = 0 

alpha partial waves occur. Subject to this m~ = 0 constraint, 

we wish to determine if the coupled channel treatment can reproduce 

both the experimental relative intensities to the five lowest 

rotational levels of t~e daughter nucleus and the angular 

distribution data. This m~ = 0 condition is equivalent to Bohr 

and Mottel.son' s "leading-order intensi t:y. relations". The second 

assumption is the usual approximate treatment of an.isotropic . . : 

barrier penetrability, in which the ~elative intensity of an 

~-wave to ,a given level is calculated as a Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient squared times a spherical barrier penetrability factor 

for the alpha group. This approximation,originally due to BFM, is 

exact either when m~ = 0 or in the limits of infinite 

moment-of-inertia or vanishing nuclear quadrupole moment. 

It is interesting to compare the BFH predictions with 

intensity data for favored decay in several odd-mass deformed 

nuclei. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the ratios of hindrance factors 

of second to first excited states. The hindrance factors are 

from the compilation of Ellis and Schmorak~ 7 
If these alpha groups 

were purely ~ = 2, the ratio would, by the BFM intensity relations, 

equal the indicated ratio of squared Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

Actually the ratio points are lower limits for the desired ~ = 2 

intensity ratio, since the small correction for ~ = 4 components 

would raise them. 

• 

- ... 
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Le~ us now consider for 253Es and 255Fm the determination .. ) 

of the two free parameters a 2 and a 4 • The value for a 2 is 

largely determined by the requirement that the alpha intensity 

to the 9/2+ daughter level be reproduced, because this level 

receives the largest d-wave component. In general there are 
\ 

two'values for a
2

, one positive and one negative, that give 

satisfactory agreement with-experiment. The sign of the anisotropy 

in the aipha particle angular distributions for both 253Es and 

255 '. ' Fm requ1res that the s and d waves be in phase; that is, that 

they interfere constructively near the nuclear poles. Therefore 

only positive values for a
2 

are acceptable. 
.. 

In like manner the alpha intensity to the 13/2+ level largely 

determines the value for a
4

• The phase of the g wave is less 
' . { 

well determined by the ·angular distribution data, but the. 253Es 

angular distribution data and alpha decay systematics suggest 

that the g wave is out of phase. Therefore only negative values 

for a 4 are acceptable. 

From microscopic theory using Nilsson functions the values of 

both a
2 

and a
4 

can be estimated. Poggenburg18 ' 19 calculated partial 

wave amplitudes on a Nilsson coordinate surface to be 1.035, 

0.309 and -0.376 r~spectively for the ~ = 0,2 and 4 waves of 253Es 

255 and l. 008, 0. 361, and -0. 387 for .Fm. Applying a Froman matrix 
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of argument B = 1.36, which is approximately correct* for the 

transformation from the Nilsson surface to a sphere near the 

253 nuclear radius, we obtain a 0 :a2 :a4 = 1:0.81:-0.10 for Es and 

255 1:0.85:-0.09 for Fm. 

Using the ~-l matrix and eqs. (5) and (7) for the relative 

intensities, we applied a least-squares fitting procedure allowing 

the surface amplitude ratios of d to s (a2 ) and g to s (a4 ) 

waves to vary. 

The values of a 2 and a 4 were obtained by minimizing the 

weighted root-mean-square logarithmic differences between the 

theoretical and experimental intensities. The weighting reflected 

the uncertainties in the experimental intensities. The best 

fits to the experimental intensities are obtained with 

253 a 0 :a2 :a4 = 1:0.8580:-0.~977 for Es and a
0

:a2 :a4 = 1:0.7918:-0.1794 

255 . 
for Fm. The agreement of these amplitude ratios with those 

above calculated from microscopic theory is reasonable. 

* h k f b 1 18 . t d . d h .. In t e wor o Poggen urg et ~- 1. was eterm1.ne t at a Froman 

matrix argument of B = 0.9 was optimum for propagating the Legendre 

expanded wave function on a Nilsson stretched coordinate surface 

out to a sphe~ical surface outside the barrier. In coupled channel 

work of Rasmussen and Hansen14 -on 242em it was determined that the 

Froman argument of B = -0.455 was appropriate for propagation from 

a sphere near the nucleus but just beyond the range of the nuclear 

potential out to a sphere at large distance. Since Froman arguments 

are additive, we thus take the argument for propagation across the 
I 

nuclear surface to be the difference o;9-(-.455) ~ 1.36. We 

approximated the Froman matrix by interpolation from Froman's tables. 
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These fits are plotted in the left-hand bars of Figs. 2 

and 3 • The righ-t-hand bars refer to calculations with the m£ = 0 
. ~ . ~ J· ;:·. •• 

constraint removed, and they will be discussed in Sec. IV. The 

nuclear orientation results do not explicitly enter the 

least-squafes fitting, but because of them only the region of 

positive ~ 2 was ~earched. 

The logarithmic histogram display is chosen to show the 

predicted £-mix within various alpha groups, but one should 

not be misled by the apparent large £ = 4 crosshatched area 

which results from using a logarithmic and not a linear scale. 

The partial wave intensities, Coulomb phase shifts, and 

quadrupole phase shifts corresponding to the least-squares solutions 

are summarized in Tables I and II for 253Es and 255 Fro, respectively. 

The pure Coulomb phase shifts are given by 9 -~ ... ~ . 

( 8) 

h 11 d . . . 1 h 253 1 h We s a 1scuss pr1mar1 y t e Es resu ts; however, t e general 

comments are applicable also to the 255Fm results. 

Examination of the best fits to the intensities for both 

253Es and 255Fm reveals a systematic discrepancy. The experimental 

intensity .ratio between the second and the first excited states 

in th~ rotational band of the daughter is significantly larger 

than predicted for both nuclei. These states are populated primarily 

by d waves, and no combination of initial £ = 0, 2, 4 ratios 
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reproduces the experimental intensity ratio if the m~ = 0 constraint 

in the nuclear frame is maintained. This same systematic deviation 

from BFM theory has been noted for favored bands of many alpha 

emitters as was shown in Fig. 1, but it is only now clear that the 

coupled channel treatment does not remove the discrepancy. 

As a result, we conclude that some d-wave component with m~f 0 

must be included near the nucleus. 

Table III compares ~ = 4 branching prediction of our 

coupl~d-channel theory with the BFM formula10 as appled by 

18 16 Poggenburg and by Asaro. et al. Asaro et al. used a 

square-well model to calculate alpha penetrabilities, while 

Poggenburg used an optical model nuclear potential. It can be s~en 

that our coupled channel results are very close to the earlier BFM 

approximation, thus confirming the theoretical validity of 

approximating alpha branching at infinity by the product of the 

barrier penetrability times the square of the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient. However, there is a regime of higher ~ = 4 wave 

hindrance where channel coupling results in deviations from the 

BFM branching approximation. In Fig. 4, ~ = 4 branching ratios 

are plotted as a function of a 4 with a 2 = 0.89. The values at 

a 4 = -0.101 are given in Table I. In the vicinity of a 4 = 0.2 

the hindrance factors are highest, and the deviations from the 

BFM branching approximation are substantial. But channel coupling 

does not affect the accuracy of the simple Clebsch-Gordan branching 

expressions for ~ = 4 until higher ~ = 4 hindrance factors are 

d h h . 253 255 encountere t an t ose 1n Es or Fm. 

• • 

l 
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IV. Incl.u!:)ion of m~ t- 0 Favored Alpha Decay Components 

We .have shown that .. a careful coupled-channel barrier treatment 
. -.. ·. ·, .. ' . . ·. 

does not correct the BFM formula deviations visible in Fig. 1, 

under the_ ponstraint that the surface alpha wave funqtion contains 

only m~. =. ~ components. The systematic deviation .of hindrance 

factor ratios from Clebsch-Gordan coefficient ratios ~ust be 

explaiped~. in _,ter~s of m~ _t- 0 admixtures. '· r . . 
:.~~ .i • ' 

Gaiilflla
1
v.i.brational phonon (~ = 2, m~ = 2) admixtures i!l~to 

actinide element nuclear wave functions have been calcula.ted 
.,. .;, 

bySoloviev and co-workers,
21

' 22 but these admixtures seem too 

small to change the d-wave branching to the degree required to 

fit intensity patterns and nuclear orientation data. 

Th.E;!.r.e· are insufficient data to completely determine· all m~ i 0 

amplitudes. In general, four experimental intensity ratios· are 

known, and when m~ = 0, two adjustable parameters a 2 and a 4 are 

derived by a least-square fit. There are then only two remaining 

degrees of freedom~ If we introduce m~ t- 0 amplitudes in a formulation 

that has two or more adjustable parameters, the problem becomes 

completely determined or overdetermined, and a least-squares 

fitting procedure cannot be used to derive parameter values. We 

have therefore attempted to introduce m~ -:f 0 amplitud~s in a. 

formulation with only one new adjustable parameter . 

we_propose a one-parameter constraint for introduction of 

m~ -:f 0 components from consideration that the mas~ of the alpha 

particle is not negligible compared to that of the daughter 

nucleus. While the alpha particle i~ within the nucleus, it is 

part of the system of spheroidal symmetry with symmetric top 
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inertial properties. When the alpha particle leaves the surface 

suddenly,the principal axes of the core will be suddenly shifted by 

.a tilt angle e. We represent the nuclear core inertial system 

classically by mass distributed along the body-fixed symmetry 

I 

z axis, or a diatomic molecule model such that the moment-of-inertia 

has the experimental value J. We then consider the removal of 

alpha particle mass at the nuclear radius at a particular angle 

x in the body fixed y-z plane. (Equivalently we may add·alpha 

particle mass at -X.) The new principal inertial axes are rotated 

from the old by angle 8 given by 

sin 28 = 
M R2 

a 
J 

sin 

M R2 
2 < x-e > (9) 

Since the mass 250 region -J-- ~ 0.11 <<1, we can make a small 

8 approximation of the above tilt equation to give 

8 ::: sin 2X (1 + -1 
cos 2X) (10) 

We think that the appropriate a~erage alpha emission angle 

X (in the nuclear frame) should reier to the alpha wave outside the 

barrier. Thus, we may roughly estimate <X> directly from hindrance 

factors of even-even neighbors. For nuclei 

with the maximum £ = 4 hindrance factors (A - 244) we believe <X> 

to have the value of the first zero of P 4 (cos X), namely - 30°. 

The trend of hindrance factors is such that <x> is a monotonically 

increasing function of mass number throughout the actinide region, 

and at the highest masses for which alpha fine structure has been 

measured the rising £ = 2 hindrance has not yet gone through a 

maximum. Hence, <X>< 55°, the zero of P2 (cos X). If we take 

I 
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for <x> an approximate value for 253Es and 255Fm of~ 45°, we can 

solve eq. (9) to get 

tan 29 :::; .0.11 

or 

e :::: o.o5 

Th_u~h, .w.e .wo:u)..d take :the favored alpha wave amplitude of. m£ =; 0 at 

the surf9-ce and .rotate the coordinat.e system, generating .m£ :f 0 

components ~I,l the new frame. In this .. scheme them£·= 0 amp:l,itudes, 

A£O are tr.~ns1=oFmed by the rotation matrices with Eulerian ,angles 

(0, e,: ()) .. __ ;~~us,, the new amplitudes are given as 

·' ·' .l :.' . ' ~-. ' 

_":....· t: 

In o~ur' ·rtuiri~ricai studies we have ·in this way introduced amplitudes 
I I 

A2 , and A4"'/·wi'th··one new adjustable parameter e. 

,~·with our•,·nurnerica'l solutions of ·the· coupled-channei equations 

we have made a weighted least-squares determination of 'the best 

values of a'2 , a 4 , and 9 to fit the experimental intensities. The 

original 'two~parameter least....:squares fits (i.e., with the constraint 

e = 0) for m£ = 0, were presented 'in Sec. III, and Fig~. 2 and 3 

there~ ·also show the fits with e unconstrained. 

. ' . ' . ' . 253 ' 17 · · The optimum a 2 , a 4 , and e values are for · Es 0. 89'1, -O .1 , 

and .306 radians, respectively~ ·The cbrrespondin~ value~ foi 

255 trri are 0.828, -'0~250, and 0.0633 •. Our one additional parameter 

e can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3 to have impro~ed the'll/2:9/2 

branching ratio (£ = 2), and the-least-squares e·values·are in 

satisfactory agreement with the estimate of tilt of principal axes 

during alpha decay. 
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The 15/2:13/2 branching ratio (.Q, = 4) is not in very good 

agreement with theory, but the weak .Q, = 4 groups may be affected 

by our truncation of the coupled-channel equations to exclude 

.Q, ~ 6. 

In summary we conclude that the deviation of .Q, = 2 favored 

alpha hindrance factor ratios from the leading-order Clebsch-Gordan 

intensity relations is due to a kind of recoil term in the core 

rotational inertial system. The effect is to introduce m.Q, ~ 0 

components into the favored alpha wave function at the nuclear 

surface. Although we solved the nine coupled channel equations 

only for parent spin 7/2, we can reasonably infer a similar behavior 

for the several I. = 5/2 cases plotted in Fig. 1. As the mass 
l. 

number increases the mean alpha emission angle <x> in the nuclear 

frame shifts from small values toward 45 or 50° for the mass 

250 region, the deviations should monotonically increase, as they 

do for the spin 5/2 cases. 

We have with the coupled channel equations calculated the 

quadrupole phase shifts, which affect the interference terms in 

angular distribution experiments involving favored alpha decay. 

It.would interesting to have experimental a-y angular correlation 

studies to test our predicted angular momentum mixtures and phase 

shifts for decay to excited rotational band members. The 

low-temperature nuclear orientation experiments could not resolve 

individual alpha groups and were thus mainly sensitive to the 

composition of the alpha group to the band head. 

• 

, 
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Appendix I 

Exclusion of 1 = 6 Partial Waves 

From Coupled Differential Equations 

In order to limit the number of coupled differential equations 

to be solved, the 1 = 6 and higher angular momentum waves were 

excluded. from our p.nalysis. The·hindrance factor'for the 1 = 6 

wave of the nearest neighbor Cf isotope is approximately 1000, 

h th h . d f t f th 0 4 · 17 · 1. w ereas e 1n ranee ac or or e N = wave 1s approx1mate y 

30· Therefore the 1 = 6 wave cannot noticeably affect the 

1 = 4 branching. Because the 1 = 6 wave was excluded from the 

theoretical analysis, an approximate i-wave component was, subtracted 

from the experimental intensities before making the comparison with 

theory. This was done as follows. · Ahmad23 has measured the 

alpha intensities to the 17/2+ and 19/2+ levels of 253Es (see 

Table IV ). These levels are populated by 1 = 6 and higher 

angular momentum waves only, and we assumed that the higher 1 

waves are much weaker than the i-wave. The 1 = 6 penetrability 

factor for alpha decay to the 17/2+ level, which was obtained by 
.18 

extrapolating Poggenburg's penetrabilities, was multiplied by 

1 the appropriate squared Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in order to 

obtain a relative theoretical intensity which was normalized to 

Ahmad's experimental intensity. The process was then reversed 

to obtain the i-wave component to the lower spin states of the 
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favored rotational band. The results are given in Table IV_. 

For 
255

Fm alpha decay the experimental intensity to the 

17/2+ level is unknown; therefore we assumed that·Poggenburg's 

calculations correctly predict the relative i-wave component. 

We believe this approximation is permissible because the 

correction is, in any case, small, and the c6rrection has a 

significant effect only on the 13/2+ and 15/2+ intensities, which '. . 

already have small weighting factors in the fitting routine. 

While it is true that any error in this extrapolation from 

Poggenburg will to some degree be reflected in our fit· of 

a 4 , our major ~itting difficulty is in. reproducing the.ratio 

between the 9/2+ and 11/2+ int.ensi ties, which. is not s:trongly 

affe<?ted by either a 4 or the correction. Our.corrections to the 

255Fm, experimental intensities are also given in Table IV. 

The reliability of our i-wave correction for 25.~Fm decay 

is indicated by applying the same method to 253Es. The subtracted 

components. would then be 0.0001, 0.0016, 0.0031, 0.0060 and 

0.0033 for the 7/2+ through 15/2+ levels. The differences between 

these values and the ones given. in Table IV suggest that the 

i-wave, like the d wave, may.be more skewed toward the lower levels 

of the rotational band than the BFM branching. rela.tion: predicts . 

. · 
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Appendix II 

Accuracy of Computations 

Several numerical tests on. the .c9mputer programs were performed. 

The regular and irregular Coulomb functions were integrated inward 

from 150 f~ to 10 fm with coupling turned off, i.e., with Q
0 

= 0 . 

The irregular"solutions agreed with pure Coulomb functions to 

within a few tenths of a percent~. The uncoupled regular solutions·,·. 

which should be exponenti~lly decreasing goirig into th~ barrier, 
. . - .- . ·'\,..\ . 

were not stable inside the barrier, but they were smaller than 

the irregular solutions by a factor of approximately 10 5 , which 

is more than sufficiently accurate for this problem. The radial 

integration interval was varied by an order of magnitude to insure 

that accuracy was not limited by choice of mesh size. 

In order to check the completeness and accuracy of the 

quadrupole coupling matrix elements, the rotational energy and the 

centrifugal energy of each group were set equal to zero. The 

regular Coulomb function F 0 (n,p) with n and p appropriate for the 

Id = 7/2 channel was integrated inward from 150 fm with 

Q0 = 13.1 b. The d and the g waves were found to branch in the 

ratio of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as they should. 

A relative penetrabili.ty can be approximated by the ratio 

of the uncoupled regular function at 10 fm to the uncoupled 

regular function at 150 fm squared. Each squared ratio was 

11 divided by the corresponding penetrability given by Poggenburg, 

who used a Froman matrix to calculate penetrabilities. The 

resulting quotients should be, and were, approximately equal. 
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Figure Legends 

Ratio of the hindrance factor of the second excited 

level to tbat of the.£irst excited level in the favored 

alpha decay band of odd-mass nuclei. 17 

Fig~ 2 ~ Favored b~nd alpha branching calculations ~~~ 253E~ 

Fig. 3 

Fig ... 4 

compared with experiment (arrows). The left-hand 

bars repr·esent coupled-channel, logarithmic leas.t 

squares fits with the constraint m1 = 0. The 

right-hand bars are fits with an additional.p.a~ameter, 

the tilt angle 8, varied, (see text). 

255 Same as Fig~ 2 except for Fro. 

Logarithm of the calculated ratios of 1 = 4 partial 

waves as a function of a 4 , with a 2 fixed at 0.89. The 

coupled channel calculations are for 253Es with 

m1 = 0 constraint. The BFM ratios (Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients squared} are shown at the left. 
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Table I. 253Es partial wave intensities, quadrupole phase shifts, 
and Coulomb phase shifts obtained by numerical integration (a 0 = 1, 
a 2 = 0.8580, a 4 = -0.0977). 
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Table II. 255
Fm partial wave intensities, quadrupole phase shifts 

and Coulomb phase shifts obtained by numerical integration {a
0 

= 1, 
a 2 = 0.7918, a 4 = -0.1794). 

7/2 0 

2 

4 

9/2 2 

4 

11/2 2 

4 

13/2 4 

15/2 4 

Partial Experimental intensity Quadrupole 
wave with i-wave subtracted phase shift 

intensity 

86~1522 

7.5837 

0.2035 
93.9393 

.. 3.9054 

0.4433 
'4.34487 

·-o. 5004 

0.:3013 
0.8017 

0.0787 

0.0066 

{%) 

93.4 

5.05 

0.62 

0.097 

0.008 

(radians) 

-0.007 

-0.136 

0.110 

-0.179 

0.122 

-0.226 

0.134 

0.146 

0~158 

Coulomb 
phase shift 

(radians) 

49.495 

52.505 
\ 

55.343 

52.807 
' \. 

.55.646 
·'· 

53.180 

56.021 

56.471 

56.994 
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Table III. Comparison among theories of calculated branching ratios 
for the Q, = 4 groups from 253Es. . 

7/2 

9/2 

11/2 

13/2 

15/2 
,~ 

BFM-sharp 
barrier 

BFM-sloping 
barrier 

16 17 (Asaro et al.) (Poggenburg) 

(1) (1) 

2.57 2.486 

2.10 1. 994 

0.65 0.632 

0.065 0.063 

Coupled-channel 
(this work) 

(1) 

2.499 

2.010 

0.626 

0.063 \ 
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J• Table IV. Correction factors for the i partial wave. 

253Es 255Fm 

Id1T 
'Experimental Q, = 6 Experimental Q, = 6 

intensity38 component intensity38 component 
(%) (%) (%) (%) 

--
7/2+ 90.0(5) 0.0002 93.4(2) 0.0003 

9/2+ 6.6(2) 0.0014 5.05(7) 0.0022 

11/2+ 0.85(3) 0.0037 o. 6.2 (1) 0.0040 

13/2+ 0.085(3) 0.0039 0.110(5) 0.0129 

15/2+ 0.013(1) 0.0018 0. 013 (2)' 0.0049 

17/2+ 0.0004(1) (0.0004) 

19/2+ 0.00012(4) 

{ 
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Experimental hindrance factor ratios 

• K = 5/2 bands 

o K= 7/2 bands 

• 93Np 

(lower limits) 

• 94Pu 
---~r----

.95Am . 

245 

Mass number (A) 
X B L 7 4 3- 2688 

Fig. 1 . 
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253 Es partial wave 

branching 
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Fig. 2 
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